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with the addition of a local name to specify the particular
sand region intended, e.g. Ramla Maqainama, Ramla Shanna,
etc.
What then was the distinction they intended to make
between 6 the sands ' and ' the Empty Quarter ' seeing that,
so far as I knew, the whole area in question was an ocean of
sand ? It was a distinction of two quite definite facets—on
the one hand pastures and on the other water. And it soon
became evident that in fact the various pasture regions
generally bore the names of the wells on which the Badawin
camped, Ramla this and Ramla that. Sanam was an excep-
tion but was none the less a grazing area with wells, and
there are other exceptions, but in general the rule held and
every well had its Hadh belt or KJiilld belt or some other
kind of belt. But Qa'amiyat was just Qa'amiyat, Hawaya
Hawaya and Shuwaikila Shuwaikila (each divided up into
plant zones, of course), and those tracts and others were
always referred to as being districts of Rub' al Khali.
In seasons of good rain the Badawin might take their
cattle to pasture in the waterless tracts, but normally they
only frequent the water-bearing areas where they could
themselves settle on the wells while their camels sought herbs
to graze on in the neighbourhood. And such areas of normal
occupation are grouped together as a whole under the terms
'Al Ramla* or 'Al Rimal'. The waterless tract is the
Empty Quarter par excellence and I have placed at the head
of this and other chapters typical obiter dicta of Suwid
and others, which emphasise the distinction that troubled
them.
'Ali Jahman had been visibly shocked when I asked him
about Shuwaikila. I have been into Qa'amiyat, he had said,
and into Hawaya to hunt the Oryx ; but all that and Shu-
waikila and beyond are of Rub' al Khali. Ask Suwid of
them or Salim for they are of Dimnan. We others only go
into it for the Oryx-shooting. And later, when we were
three or four days out from Shanna in the waterless waste,
Farraj said : This is what they name Rub* al Khali—the land
of the Oryx. And Salim, as he rode with me on the last lap
of our journey, was to say: This is the Rub' al Khali; no

